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Remedy Interactive Announces RSIGuard for Linux Users 

 
RSIGuard also now available in Spanish and Norwegian versions 

 
National Ergonomics Conference & Exposition (NECE), Las Vegas, NV – November 16, 2009 —

Remedy Interactive Inc., a leading provider of enterprise software solutions that help 

organizations prevent workplace injuries and reduce injury-related costs, today announced 

support for Red Hat® Enterprise Linux 4® by releasing a compatible version of its RSIGuard® 

software.  RSIGuard is an award-winning desktop injury prevention software that reduces the 

impact of repetitive strain injuries (RSI) for computer users.  Remedy Interactive also announced 

the availability of RSIGuard in English, Dutch, Norwegian, and Spanish for Windows, Mac, and 

Red Hat Linux. 

 

“As more customers began requesting a Linux-compatible version of RSIGuard, we realized that 

there’s a larger industry of heavy computer users – including software and geological engineers 

– whose health and productivity would benefit greatly from tools that reduce the risk of 

repetitive strain injuries,” said Kim Lopez, CEO of Remedy Interactive. “As the first and only 

company in our category to support 32-bit and 64-bit Windows, Mac OS X Snow Leopard version 

10.6, and Red Hat Enterprise Linux 4, we’re giving customers further evidence of our 

commitment to innovation and to a healthy and productive work environment for all.” 

 

Availability 

RSIGuard customers with customized installation packages that are under a current 

maintenance agreement may request an RSIGuard update at any time.  Any organization that is 

interested in evaluating RSIGuard Version 4, including the new Spanish and Norwegian versions, 

on Windows 7 or Mac OS X 10.6 can download a free trial version of RSIGuard from 

www.rsiguard.com/download. Organizations that are interested in RSIGuard for Linux can 

contact Remedy Interactive at www.rsiguard.com/contact/email.php.  



 

About Remedy Interactive 

Remedy Interactive, headquartered in Northern California, delivers a comprehensive suite of 

software solutions to help organizations prevent workplace injuries and reduce injury-related 

costs.  For more information visit: www.remedyinteractive.com or www.rsiguard.com. 
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RSIGuard is a registered trademark of Remedy Interactive, Inc.  Apple, Macintosh, and Mac are 
trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Microsoft and Windows 
are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the U.S. and other countries.  Red Hat and Red Hat 
Enterprise Linux are registered trademarks of Red Hat, Inc., in the U.S. and other countries.  Linux is a 
registered trademark of Linus Torvalds. 

 


